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A theoretical study of a superconducting transition in many 
valley semiconductors, allowing interband electron-electron 

pairing, is presented. The order parameter, at very low 

temperatures, and the ac-conductivity are calculated and 
shown to reproduce known results in the limit when the 
"dielectric gap" is going to zero. 

The problem of superconducting 
transitions in many-valley semiconductors 
and semimetals was first studied by 
Gurevich et al['l and by Cohen['). The 
transition was expected since inter-valley 
phonon processes [large momentum 
transfer) would give a large attractive 
electron-electron interaction, because 

the screening in this case is less than 
in intravalley processes. Furthermore, 
the existance of many equivalent valleys 
in a degenerate semiconductor provides 
a large number of states into which an 
electron could scatter through an 
inter-valley phonon processes, Based on 
those assumptions superconducting 
transitions were sought in several 
materials and found in GeTe, SnTe, 
SrTiO3, Ba,Srl_,TiOg, CaxSri_xTiO3 and 

TkBiTe2 with very low transition 
tures and small superconducting 

;;;;?z. However, attempts to observe 
bulk superconductivity in the lead 
chalcogenides were unsuccessful. 
Recently, the subject of superconductivity 
in many valley semiconductors gained 

;;;,;i4e 
with the report of Chernik and 
who found that PbTe doped with 

TI1 has a superconducting transition at 
temperatures as high as 1.4 K. On the 
theoretical side, however, very little 
was achieved aside from the static 
properties of the system.(1,2,5~61 

In this work we present a 
calculation of the a.c.-conductivity of 
superconducting semiconductors, based 
on a E3CS type interaction of electrons 
in different valleys. We have 
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neglected intravalley electron pairing 
since screening would be strong. The 
Hamiltonian of the system for two 
equivalent valleys can be written as: 

H= C 
I 
E r:ld: + 

cX=1,2 

+ c XY 

o,u' i 
;,[~lY;o,(;'112o' 

where the indices C(,U and U' 
bang and spin indices respec 
E_Lpl is the single particle energy in 

bgnd ~1. measured from the Fermi surface, 

with minima located at + kL. h is the 
interaction strength between electrons 
of equivalent bands, and \y [?I is the 

electron field operator (Wgoare using 
h = c = k 

equivalen B 
= 11. The extension to n 
valleys is straightforward 

r;* IY ,,$d;t , 

[II 
are the 

tively, 

and can be carried as proposed in Ref. 
7. We define a set of Green's functions 
for such a system as: 

G aO[:,:'l=-i<'(Yao(:lYgo[:'Il> , (21 

where T is the time or-dsring operator. 
Considering the two equivalent valleys, 
as minima of only one band separated by 
a very high barrier, the electrons 
which form pairs are those ne-r the 
Fermi surface with momentum CPand -$ 
respectively. Under this assumption: 

El r;1= 
&i;,l2-p; 

=s2(_;:)..: 
r-;+t,12-,; 
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where m* is the electronic effective 
mass. Calling E = E,, + Xn, with 

we find: 

G2,,fG,~l=i [A~lw+~12+A~+A~A~).D-1 , (51 

F;,~;,,l = -A;(wZ+~2+A;+A;).8 , 161 

F;$,,l = -A*d[A2(~+~l-A;l~-~l].D-1 , I71 

D = [w2-~21z+2A~~~2+~21-2A~~&~zl+~A~+A;12 , 

(81 

with: 

'd 
= A G21[01 (91 

= X F&(O) (IO) 

Solving this set of functions self- 
consistently we find for the quasi- 
particle spectrum: 

w=?L~liiA,l . [II I 

At zero temperature, the order 
parameter satisfies: 

x 
I= I(n 

4[wc-iAd?-A; 

[2;r l2 IvF-Xc7n) A: 

(121 

wiitl W , a cut-off frequency. For finite 
temperaTurk, tile expression becomes: 

I= 
' &; tgh ’ 2T 

i 

R + iAdl 
+ 

K-2 -iA 

+ tgh [ 2 
2T 

Both results7feduce to the BCS limit. 
for Ad * 0. Adp known as the 
"dielectric gap", can be interpreted 
as an inverse lifetime of the quasi- 
particle produced by the competition 
between forming an electron-electron 
pair, or an electron-hole pair. 

Next we calculate the response 
function to an ac-field. Following the 
procedure, as well as the notation of 
Ref. 7, we have found the response 
function to be: 

Q[l?,wl = 3T' 
2 

4"Fli;T, 
111+$ 

n 

w -A 
-[A 

w +A w+-A 
+~l(d 

w++A 
+dl 

Y- Y+ B- B+ 

here wn = (Zn+ll?TT, and 

\ 
B+ = [w+ f Ad12 + A; 

2 
, 

yf= (m_fAdl +A; . 

In conclusion, we have found 

[I41 

[I51 

an 
anaiytic expression for the response 

which reproduces well known 
when the dielectric gap goes 

to zero. Eq. [I31 can be used to obtain 
the resistivity to cF;l;are with the 
measurements in GeTe and on 
PbTe:TR14). Extensions of this work are 
in progress. 
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